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Introduction 
In his proof of the Adam’s conjecture [lo] and later in his calculation of the 
algebraic K-theory of finite fields [ 111, Quillen calculated the algebra structure of 
H*(Gl, (q), Z$): the cohomology of the finite general linear group of n x n matrices 
over the finite Galois field GF(q) of characteristic p with q elements, and with coef- 
ficient in &: the integers modulo I, where I is a prime different from p. 
Later Fiedorowicz and Priddy [5] and Kleinermann [9] reproved and extended 
these results to other finite groups of Lietype. 
The aim of the following paper is to give another construction of the cohomology 
of Gl,(q) and in fact also to extend the result to Z,K coefficients (as long as Ik is 
‘small’ enough). 
Theorem 1. Let q be congruent to 1 module Ik, if I is odd and congruent to 
1 modulolkt’, if 1=2. Then 
H*(Gl,(q),~lr)~P(o,,...,a,)OE(r,,...,r,), 
where P is a polynomial algebra over Z/k, E an exterior algebra over Z/i, oi has 
degree 2 i and Ti has degree 2 i - 1. 
Our methods are fully algebraic. First of all we shall use Quillen’s detection 
theorem (see [IO] and [SJ) to obtain upper bounds. 
Secondly the well-known EN-structure on Gl,(q) gives a nice double coset de- 
composition for various parabolic subgroups and so allows for transfer-restriction 
arguments. 
It should also be noted that the freeness of the cohomology over Z/K is essential 
even in the calculation of the mod-l cohomology, as it allows us to view the rank 
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n of Gl,(q) as a non-zero element in our coefficient (provided k is large enough). 
Finally it seems very reasonable that the method used in this paper can be carried 
over and used to calculate the mod-lk cohomology of other classical groups defined 
over finite fields. 
Let us also note that, letting 5 be the algebraic closure of GF(q), we have 
Theorem 2. 
H*(G1,(k,),~lk)~P((Tlr . ..) on), 
where P is a polynomial algebra over Z,k and degree oi = 2i. 
Also, letting 2, be the I-adic integers, we have 
Theorem 3. 
H*(Gl,(IS,),&)ZP(at, . . . . o,), 
where P is a polynomial algebra over & and degree oi = 2i. 
This paper has been organized as follows. After a section with various preliminary 
results, Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we shall calculate the 
mod-l cohomology of Gl,(q) in the case where 1 is odd and q not congruent with 
1 modulo 1. Finally, Section 4 contains the mod-2 cohomology of Gl,(q) while 
Theorems 2 and 3 will be proved in Section 5. 
1. Preliminary results 
Proposition 1.1. Let U=S(x,, . . . ,x,)@A(y,, . . . , yn) be the tensor product of a 
polynomial algebra and an exterior algebra, both in n variables and both defined 
over the integers U. Let the symmetric group W on n letters act by permuting the 
variables. Then the invariants U w under the action of W are 
UW=S(o, , .. . . a,)O/l(T,, . . . . rn), 
where ai is the ith symmetric polynomial, and Si = doi, where d: U+ U is the ex- 
terior derivation :
dXi=yi, dyi=O. 
Proof. Follows from Solomon’s theorem 1121. q 
Proposition 1.2. Let U be as in Proposition 1.1, and let m be a positive integer. Then 
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there is a short exact sequence 
where each Zfj is isomorphic to 
Proof. The short exact squence 
o-;z=z-z/o 
induces an exact sequence 
Zz and S is empty if and only if m is odd. 
Since U as a W-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of induced modules of the form 
zw w,, X ‘.. X wni and (-Z)~n,.....~nk 
(- Z denote a W,, x -.. x W,, module isomorphic as an abelian group to Z, with a 
W,, x -1. W,,-action which then restricted to the symmetric group W,, on n; letters 
is either trivial or the sign module (also denoted by -Z) for W,,), (*) follows from 
Shapiro’s lemma, the Ktinneth formula, and the easily verified 
H’( W,,, Z) = 0, H’(W,,, -.Z)=H1(C2r-Z)32. 0 
Remark. Proposition 1.2 can also be verified directly; however, the cohomological 
interpretation and calculation of the cokernel of the first map in (*) seems quite nice 
and will be of use later. 
Proposition 1.3. Let r= P(ao, al, a2, . . . ) 0 E(P,, &, . . .) be a tensor product of a 
polynomial ring with an exterior algebra, both defined over a field k and both in 
infinitely many variables. Define a bigrading (WI, W2> on r by W, (a;) = WI (pi) = 1 
for all i, Wz(ai) = 2i, W,(pi) = 2i - 1. Let A, G r be the homogeneous part of r with 
bidegrees (i, j). Define aij = dim,A,. Then 
ii 
j=O 
autj= (1 + t)(l + tp ..* (1 + t2’-Q 
(1 - ?)(l -P) . . . (1 -P) * 
Proof. Let b, denote the number of partitions of j into exactly i parts such that the 
parts containing an odd number of elements occur with multiplicity at most one 
(e.g. b,, = 2 corresponding to the partitions 4 + 2, 5 + 1). By inspection 
k$obkj=ae9 
l+stW1 OD CO 
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Write I&, t) = CT=0 e;(t). si. As I,@, t) = ((1 +st)/(l -st2)). t,~(st~, t), we obtain 
t2 + t2i- 1 
@i(t)=@i-l(t)’ 1 _t2; . 
Clearly, &(t) = 1, and thus 
@k(f) = 
(t2+t)(f2+ts)...(t2+t2k-‘) 
(1-tZ)...(1-t2k) . 
As ~jm=O autj= Cl=0 @k(t), induction now yields the desired formula. 0 
2. The mod-Zk cohomology of Gl,(q) 
In this section I is a prime, and (q- 1) is divisible by lk if 1 is odd, and by lk+’ 
if I is 2. 
Proposition 2.1. The restriction map 
res : ff*(GL k0, G)+ff*(T, Cd, &I 
is injective. (T,,(q) is a maximal torus (e.g. the subgroup of diagonal matrices) in 
‘X (q).) 
Proof. Follows from Quillen’s detection theorem [lo] or [8], and the well-known 
structure of the Sylow I-subgroups of G&(q) [3,13]. For details, see [ll, p. 5731 or 
[5, p. 3591. cl 
Proposition 2.2. H*( T, (q), Z/k) G P(xl, . . . ,x,) @ E(y,, . . . , y,), where P (resp. E) 
denotes a polynomial (exterior) algebra over i&k in the variables x,, . . . ,x, (resp. 
yl, . . . , y,). xi has degree 2 and yi has degree 1 for all i. 
Proof. Follows from the calculation of cohomology of a cyclic group in [2] (it is 
here that the extra assumption for I= 2 is used) and the Kunneth formula. Also 
observe that the canonical projection 
induces a surjective map on cohomology as it is, by inspection, surjective on the 
generators located in dimensions 1 and 2. 0 
Remark. For later use, let us also observe here that if q- 1 is divisible by 2k and 
not by 2ki1, then H*(T,(q), Z2k) is free over Z2k and generated as a graded com- 
mutative algebra by elements y,, . . . , y, of degree 1, x1, . . . ,x, of degree 2 and rela- 
tions yl? = 2kp ’ . xi. Particularly for k = 1, we have a polynomial algebra. Again this 
follows from the calculation of the cohomology of a cyclic group in [2] and the 
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Ktinneth formula for the cohomology of a direct product with trivial coefficients. 
Proposition 2.3. The restriction map, 
res = re@ : H*(Gl,(q), Z,~)AH*(T,(~),&K) 
is injective. 
Proof. Induction on k. The short exact sequence 
O+Z,+Z,r+Z,k-I-t0 
yields the commutative diagram 
-H’~‘(G1,(q),ZI~-~)- H’ (Gb (q), 4 ) - H’ (Gl, (q), Z,k ) - 
- H’-‘(T,(q),Z& - H’(T,(q), Z,) - H’(T,(q), z/k) - 
- H’ 6% (4, Gk 1) - H’+ ‘(Gl, (41, z,) 
- H’(T,(q),.&-I) --H’+‘K(dJ,) 
It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.2 that the connecting homomorphism in 
the lower sequence is zero. As res? ‘) and res are injective by induction, the con- 
necting homomorphism in the upper sequence is also zero. By the snake lemma, 
res@) is injective. I7 
Proposition 2.4. H*(Gl, (q), &I) is a free Z,k-module. 
Proof. Induction on k. It follows from the previous proof that for all r, 
O+ H’(Gl,(q),Z,) L H’(Gl,(q), 2&k) a H’(Gl,(q),+1)+0 
is exact. Similarly, 
0 ---* H’(G1, (cd,+ 1) 2 H’(G1, (q), Z/K) 2 H’(G1, (q), &) -+ 0 
is exact. As jop =. I is multiplication by I, the elements in H’(Gl,(q), I$) anni- 
hilated by . I are i(H’(Gl,(q),Z,)). As ion=* fkP1 is multiplication by Ike’, the 
image of. lk-’ is also i(H’(Gl,(q), 27,)). Thus H’(Gl,(q),Q) is +-free. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1 (induction on n). Let us first show that for icn, 
a;=x,X~...X;+***+X,_;+~X,_;+2’...’x, 
belongs to the image of the restriction map 
res :H*(Gl,(q),Zp)-+H*(Tn(q),Zp)~P(xl, . . ..xn)@Nvl. . . ..yn). 
To do this, let us introduce some notation. 23 = {et, . . . , e,,} is a basis such that 
T,(q) with respect to this basis consists of diagonal matrices 
C(q)=[ri2 ._.OA] :AieGlt(qj 
and yi considered as a homomorphism from T,(q) to Zp depends only on Ai. 
Finally, to define xi, let s= v,(q- l), where vI is the I-adic valuation. 
The commutative diagram 
“k 
Z-Zp 
yields the following commutative diagram (where T= T,(q)): 
H’(T, L&k) - H’(T,Z,s-x) 
bk 
H’(T,np)- H2( T, Z) - - H2( T, Z,k) 
. /S-k 
H’(T 4~) 
. p=o 
&H~(T,~)- 
Now, let 
x.=l-(S-k)~s*PS(IS-kyi) 
I 
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and observe that if T is cyclic, xi is a generator for H2(T,Zp) as /I, and nf then 
both are isomorphisms. 
Let W be the Weyl group of Gl,(q) which we will take to be the group of linear 
transformations permuting 33. 
Now let Wj C_ W,, be the subgroup of permutations mapping el, . . . , ei into itself. 
Let B = B,,(q) be the Bore1 subgroup of upper triangular matrices with respect to 
33, and define the parabolic subgroup Pi by 
Pi= u BwB. 
WCW, 
Thus Pi consists of the matrices 
A B L 1 0 C’ 
where A eG&(q), c~Gl,_~(q), and the entries of B can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Clearly Pi is isomorphic to the semidirect product of G&(q) x Gl,_ i(q) acting on a 
unipotent group of order q’(“-‘). Thus 
under the restriction map, and the latter is known by induction. In particular, there 
is a cohomology class in H*(P,Zp) (which for convenience we shall denote by 
xi . . . Xi) which restricts (as the only one) to xi . . . xi in H*(T,(q), Zp). 
It is well known (see [4, p. 1821) that 
G=Gl,(q)= U BWPi, 
WE w/w, 
where w runs through a set of left coset representatives to Wj in W, is a double 
coset decomposition. 
According to the Mackey formula 
res! resg t$(x, . . . xi) = re$ BnP,‘+ trB 
WE w/w, 
res:FoB(w. (x1 . ..xi)) 
resf trrn’(tr&oB resFnB)res:[nx(w’ (x1 . . . xi)) 
= WECWIW, re$+(w.(xt . ..x.))= C w* (x, . ..Xj)‘Oj. WE w/w, 
Note that the indices IB: TI and (B : BPiwI are both powers of q and thus congruent 
with 1 modulo lk. 
To construct r;, where 1 sirn, note that 
rj=y,x2x3...x;+**.+y,x,_, ..*x,-j+i= c w. tiIY2Y3 **a xi)9 
WE w/w,,, 
where Wi,l={OE WIo(l)=l and o(2 ,..., i}={2 ,..., i}). Letting 
PI,;= u BwB 
WE WI.8 
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be the corresponding parabolic subgroup, the same argument as above shows that 
Claim. TO construct (T,,, it will be sufficient to construct it in N*(G1,(qm),Zp), 
where m is large. 
Proof. The diagram 
ff*(GLW”),.G~)c 
res 
1 1 
H*(Gl,(q), z/k) c res ‘~*(T,(q),~P) 
commutes and (with the obvious notation) 
res~{~~“)(x;) =xi for all i. 
Claim. It will be sufficient to construct on in H*(Gl,(q), $), where szk and 
gel (mod1”) (and q=l (mod2S+1) if l-2). 
Proof. The diagram 
1 1 
ff* (Gl, (q),4k 1 C- 
res 
l ff*c7m 4K) 
where rc : ZIr+Zp is the natural projection, commutes, and TC*(X~) =x; for all i. 
So we can assume that k and q are such that n is not divisible by lk and q- 1 is 
divisible by lk (and of course by 2k+ t , if I= 2). 
Let IV, c W be the subgroup mapping et into itself, and let 
P,= u BwB 
WE w, 
be the corresponding parabolic subgroup. Clearly, P, is isomorphic to a semidirect 
product of Gli(q) x Gl,_ 1(q) acting on a unipotent group of order qnp ‘. Thus 
under the restriction map we can identify 
H*(Pi, %)&H*(Glt (q), Zp)OH*(Gl,_ 1 (q), Z/k). 
As before, we can consider x,x2 . . . x,, as an element of H*(P,,Zp), and the same 
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argument as in the construction of 0; shows that 
res? trEl(x, . . . x,) = c w- (x1 . ..x.)=n-a, 
WE w/w, 
which is non-zero as n f0 (mod Ik). 
Now consider the short exact sequence obtained from Proposition 1.2, 
where U*“(q) denotes the homogeneous %n-part of (S@/1) W/lk. (s&n) w and 
s 2 0 is a suitable integer. 
As, by assumption, lkr3, i(U2”(q)) is a maximal free submodule of 
H2”(7”(q),Zp)W, and as Qi, i=l,..., n-l and rj, i=l,..., n and n.a, belong to 
i(U*(q)) t-l res(H*(Gl, (q), z/k)), 
(*) i(U2”(q))/i(U2”(q))flres H*“(Gl,,(q),Zp) 
has length strictly less than k. 
As, according to Proposition 2.4, H*“(Gl, (q), Zp) is +-free, H2”(G1, (q), Zp) 
and U*“(q) do have the same HIK-rank. 
If I is odd, i is surjective (Proposition 1.2), and, as 77,~ is Artinian, 
res(H’” (Gl, (q), Zp)) = i( U*” (4)). 
If I= 2, as the quotient in (*) is generated by the residue class in which on lies, this 
quotient has to be cyclic. Using the Krull-Schmidt theorem and the fact that 
H2”(G1,(q),Z2i) and U2”(q) have the same rank, the quotient in (*) and the quo- 
tient res H2”(G1, (q), Z2h)/res H*“(Gl, (q), Z2k) fl U2”(q) = res H2”(G1, (q), Z2k) + 
U2,(q)/U2,(q) are isomorphic, and as the latter via 6 can be considered as a sub- 
module of (ZL’2)5, it follows that the quotient in (*) is either zero (and we are done) 
or Z2. 
Now choose m such that v2(qm- 1) 2 v2(q - 1) + 1. The proofs of Propositions 
2.3 and 2.4 show that 
O-H2”(Gl,(qm),~2)-H2n(G1,(qm),~2~+~)~H2n(G1,(qm),~2~)-o 
! I 
res 
I 
res 
O-H2”(~,(qm),~2)~H2n(T,(qm),~2~+~)~H2n(T,(q”),~2~)---tO 
has exact rows and is commutative. 
As H2”(Gl,(qm),h2k+~) is Z2k+l-free, we can find a belonging to H2”(G1,(qm), 
Z~+I) such that 
2.res(cx)=2.a,. 
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Now write 
res(a) = on + (res(cr) - o,), 
and as 2.(res(a)-a,)=0 and H2”(Tn(qm),Z2k+l) is Z2k+l-free, (res(a)-o,) 
belongs to 
2k.H2n(T,(qm),~2k+l)=iH2n(T,(qm),~2). 
Thus P(res(cr) - 0,) = 0. 
As the diagram commutes, 
p(res(a)) =~(a, + (res o - a,)) =~(a,) = ci, = res(n(a>). 
Thus o,, belongs to 
resW2”(Gl,(qm), 7&k)), 
and by restricting further down also to 
res(H2” (Gl, (q), Z2k)). 0 
3. The mod 1 cohomology of Gl,(q), I odd 
In this section, we shall, using the results from Section 2, determine the structure 
of the cohomology ring H*(Gl,(q), Z,), where 1 is an odd prime and 1 does not 
divide q. 
Define e to be the order of q + 177 in the multiplicative group of units in 77,. As 
the Galois field GF(qe) with qe elements can be viewed as a vector space over 
GF(q), we obtain an embedding 
i : Gl,(qe)+G1,(q). 
By comparing orders, i(Gl,(qe)) is seen to contain a Sylow I-subgroup of Gl,(q). 
Lemma 3.1. 
H*(Wq), Z,)~P(u)OE(o), 
where degu=2e, degv=2e-1. 
Proof. The image of Gli(qe) inside Gl,(q) is being normalized by the Galois group 
C, of the extension 
GF(q) c GF(q?. 
By inspection, a generator of C, is seen to act on H2”(G1,(q), Z,) and H2”-l(Gl,(q), Z,) 
by multiplication with qn (remember that Gl,(q) has a cyclic Sylow f-subgroup). 
Thus H*(Gl,(q), Z,) can only have non-zero cohomology classes in dimension 0, 
2ke, 2ke-1, k-l,2 ,.... 
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The commutative diagram of groups 
Glt(qY - T,(qe) 
1 5 
I 
W(q) c, GMf) 
where cg denotes conjugation by a suitable element g, yields the commutative 
diagram 
res 
ff*W,W% G) - ff*@%4d, z/l 
res 1’ 1 i* 
ff*u&fl &I 
res 
- ff*(Gl,Wl z/l 
Note that since qe= 1 (mod I), we can apply the results obtained in Section 2; in 
particular, the horizontal restriction map is injective and 
H*(T,(q%&)~~(x*, . . ..x.)OE(yl,...,y,), 
H*(Gl,(q=),Z,)~P(ar, . . . . a,)@E(tr, . . . . rC). 
Gll(qe) is cyclic of order divisible by 1, so 
H*(Gl,(q% 4)=W) OW). 
As the embedding of Gl,(qe) in T,(qe) can be given by 
it follows that 
res(xj)=q’-‘ex, res(y;) = qi- ’ . y. 
Now 
res(xr -x2- . . . 
e(e - 1) 
.Q=l.q.q2 . . . . . qe-LXe=q-----. 
2 
xe#O 
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and 
e(e - 1) 
res(Y,x2...x,+~~~+x,x2...Ye)=e.q---* 
2 
Y*x e-‘#O. 
As x,x, . . . x, can be lifted to oe in H*(G1,(qe),h,) and as (y,x2 . ..x.+ ... +x,x, . . . y,) 
can be lifted to r, in H*(Gl,(qe),&), we can take 
Now let n be arbitrary and write n = re + c, where Or c< e. 
An application of Quillens detection theorem (see [ 1 l] or [5] for details) yields 
that 
res :H*(Gl,(q),Z,)-+H*(Gl,(q) x ... xGl,(q),L,) 
EP(U,, . . . ,U,)@E(Ut, . ..) 0,) 
is injective. 
As Gl,(q) x ... x Gl,(q) is being normalized by the symmetric group W on r- 
letters, the image of res is contained in the W-invariants. As 1 is odd, these invariants 
are given by Proposition 1.2. To show that all these invariants are being hit, use the 
commutative diagram 
H*(GL(q% z,) = H*(G1,(qe) x ... x G1,(qe), Z,) 
H*K% (d,4) - ff*(Gl,(q) x . . . x Gl, (q),4) 
Summarizing, we have shown 
Theorem. Let I,q,e,n and r be as above. Then 
H*(Gl,(q),Z,)=P(al,...,o,)OE(rl,...,r,), 
where oi has degree 2ie and 7; has degree 2ie - 1. 0 
4. The mod-2 cohomology of Gl,(q) 
First of all, let us observe 
Theorem 4.1. Let q= 1 (mod 4). Then 
H*(Gl,(q),Z,)~:P(a,,...,a,)OE(sl,...,7,), 
where oi has degree 2i and 7; has degree 2i - 1. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1. 0 
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Now, let q be congruent to 3 (mod 4). 
Proposition 4.2. Res : H*(Gl*(q), Z2) +H*( T,(q), Z,) is injective. 
Proof. We will first calculate H*(Gl,(q), Z,) and then show that the restriction map 
is injective. 
Proposition 4.3. Res : H*(Gl, (q), 77,) --f H*(T, (q), Z2) is injective. 
Proof. Use Proposition 2.1, Quillens detection theorem, and the structure [3] of the 
Sylow 2-subgroups of Gl,(q). For details, see [ll, p. 5741 or [5, p. 3521. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be a quaternion 2-group. Then H*(Q, Zz)= P(x,,x2,z), where 
degree Xi = 1, degree z = 4 and the following relations hold: 
x:+x;+x1x2=o 
x;x2+x,x;=o 1 if IQ1 = 8, 
x2(x1 +x2) = 0 
x:=0 1 if lQl>8. 
Proof. As a reference for the IQ1 > 8 case is difficult to find, we shall give a proof 
which will include both cases. 
Recall from [2] that Q has periodic cohomology given by an element 
z E H4(Q, Z2). Also [2] 
dim H’(Q, Z,) = dim H2(Q, 77,) = 2, 
dim H3(Q, Z,) = dim H4(Q, Z2) = 1. 
Let H’(Q, Z2) be generated by x1 and x2, and let the kernel C of x1 be cyclic. 
From the long exact sequence 
O-H”(Q,Z,)~H1(Q,Z2)=H1(C,Zz+H1(Q,Z2) 
(*) 
ZH2(Q,z2)+ . . . 
it follows from dimension calculations that multiplication by x1 
.x1 :H’(Q,GPff2(Q,&) 
is an isomorphism. Thus if Q has order eight and all maximal subgroups are cyclic, 
the only possible relation is 
x:+x22+x1x2=0. 
Applying the Bockstein operator to this relation, we obtain 
x:x,+x,x~=0. 
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Now it easily follows from (*) that H*(Q,Z*) is generated by xl, x2 and z, and, as 
the relations found give the right dimensions, we are done with the IQ] = 8 case. 
If Q has order larger than 8, the long exact sequence obtained by taking maximal 
quaternion subgroups Qr and Q2 shows that 
x,*(x,+x,)=0 
as both . x2 and 1 (x1 +x2) annihilate some element in H’(Q, Z2). 
Now, let u E H2(C, Z2) be the non-zero element and let trg(o) = a. x: + b. xl * x2 E 
ff2(Q, 772). 
By the double coset formula, 
CnQ, resz, kg(u) = trQ, r%%Q, (u) 
is non-zero, as r&nQ, is an isomorphism in even dimensions while it follows from 
(*), as CnQi is cyclic, that trgnQJ is injective. 
Thus a#0 and a+b#O, and, as a,bsZ2, we have a= 1, b=O and 
trg(u) =x12. 
But now 
xir=xl.x~=trQC(res&x,). o)=tr(O. u)=O. 
As it again follows from (*) that H*(Q, Z2) is generated by x1, x2 and z, and as the 
relations found give the right dimensions, we are done. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let Sl,(q) be the special linear group. Then 
ff* W,(q), 772) g P(u) 0 Jwh 
where degu=4, degu=3. 
Proof. The Sylow 2-subgroups of Sl,(q) are isomorphic to a quaternion 2-group. 
Thus Lemma 4.4 gives an upper bound. 
To show existence of u and u, let 
02(q)= 
be the subgroup of orthogonal matrices. Let iEGF(q2) be a primitive fourth root 
of unity. Up to conjugacy in Gl,(q’), we have a commutative diagram 
02(q) c, SW) - Gl,(q2) 
-i..Tjq2) 
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where 
Let k= v2(q2 - 1). Now, on cohomology, the diagram 
H*(Gl,(q2), Zzk) - ff*C%W, WG - H*(Wq), Gk) 
is commutative. As v2(q2- 1) = k, it follows from the remark to Proposition 2.2 
that H*(r2(q2), Z2k) is generated by elements y,,y2 of degree 1 and x1,x2 of degree 
2 and relations JJ,? = 2k- ’ * xi, i = 1,2. 
Also, let H*(Gl,(q’), ~,~~I)~.P(~~,(T~)OE(~~, TV) so that 
res(02) = 7ck*- ,(x1 . x2), res(z2)=TCk*-I(YIx2+Y2xI), 
where rcz_, is induced by ?rk_, : Z2k -++Z2k-~. As the sequence 
2k-1. H*(G12(q2),a2x)~H*(Gl2(q~),~2~)~H*(Gl2(q~),i22~~~) 
is exact (as in Proposition 2.3, we can find 82 and 7, uniquely determined up to an 
element in 2k-1 . H*(G12(q2), Z2k) such that 
4-l (62) =02, 7rk*-l(T2)=52. 
Observe that 
res(b2)=x,.x2+2k-1.01, res(72)=Y1x2+~2~I+2k~2.a2 
for some aj E H*(G12(q2), Z2k), i = 1,2. 
As Q2(q) is cyclic of order q+ 1 =2k-1 (mod 2k), 
ff* (Q(q), .Q I= P(x) 0 Jw) 
where P and E here are defined over Z2k- 1. 
Finally, as (a + ib)* = a - ib, it follows that 
j*(Yl) =_v, j*o2)=4.Y, 
j*(xl)=x, .i*(x,)=q*Y. 
Thus 
j*(res 12)=j*(yIx2+L(2xI +2k-‘a7)=2qyx, 
j*(res e2) =j*(x,x, + 2k-‘a,) = 4. X2. 
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As 2qsO (mod 2k- ‘), it follows that 
H” @l,(q), i&k) f 0 for n = 3,4. 
As H”&(q), Z,) = 0 implies H”(Sl,(q), Z,k) = 0 for all k, u and u do exist. 
As the cup-product by resQ s12(q)(u) is an isomorphism on H*(Q,Z,), the cup- 
product by u on H*(Sl,(q),Z,) is an isomorphism. 
Thus, to prove our theorem it suffices to prove that 
H”(Sl,(q), z2) = 0, n = 1,2. 
To do this, consider the following two cases: 
(i) u2(q2- 1) = 3. In this case, the quaternion group Qs of order 8 is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Sl,(q) and by [7, p. 2001, its normalizer is Sl,(3). 
Recall from Lemma 4.4 the structure of H*(Q,,Zz), and, as an element a of 
order 3 in S12(3) acts by 
o.Xi =x2, 
it follows that 
@2)=x1 +x2, a(z) = 2, 
H*(Sl,(3), z2) = H*(Q8, z,)” = E(u) @P(u) 
where u has degree 3 and u = z has degree 4. 
(ii) v2(q2 - 1) > 3. In this case S12(q) has two conjugacy classes of Qs’s, each with 
normalizer Sl,(3). It follows easily from Lemma 4.4 that the cohomology of a 
quaternion group is being detected in dimensions 1 and 2 by its two non-conjugated 
Qs’s; thus the cohomology of S12(q) is being detected in dimensions 1 and 2 by its 
two conjugacy classes of S12(3)‘s. But by the above result 
H’(Sl,(3), i&) =H2(Sl,(3), z,) = 0. 0 
Remark. H*(S12(q),Z2) has also been calculated in [5, p. 3311 and [ll, p. 5721. 
Now to calculate H*(Gl,(q),Z2), observe that Gl,(q) has Sylow 2-subgroup of 
order 2. Choose S contained in Gl,(q) of index 2 and note that under the restriction 
map 
H*(S, Z2) =H*(Sl,(q), 772). 
As S has index 2, we have a long exact sequence 
-+ H’- ‘(Gl,(q), Z2)+ Hr(Gl,(q), Z,) = Hr(S, Z,) 2 H’(Gl,(q), Z2) + , 
where the connecting homomorphism is cup-product by an element p, in 
H’(Gl,(q), Z,), which restricts to zero in H’(S,Z,). 
As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.5, as 
S&(q) C*Gl,(q) =+Gl,(q2), 
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the restriction is surjective in dimension 4. If the restriction map were zero in dimen- 
sion 3, the long exact sequence shows that the transfer map 
tr : H3(S, Z2) +H3(G12(q>, ZZ) 
is an isomorphism. As tr is H*(G12(q),Z2)-linear under the restiction, 
is seen to be an isomorphism for all k; use induction on k and observe that qt. tvk 
is non-zero in H3+4k(G12(q), Z,), where w E H4(G12(q), Z!z) restricts to u in H4(S, Zz). 
It follows that 
ff*(Gl2(q), &)=m$ WI 
with the relation qf =O. 
But Gl,(q), has 2-rank 2, and so the cohomology is non-periodic. 
Thus the restriction has to be surjective in dimension 3, and thus it is surjective 
in all dimensions, and for all r2 1, 
O-H’-‘(G12(q),H2)~H’(GI,(q),B,)~H’(S,H,)-t0 
is exact. 
If XC iS the Poincare-series of H*(Gl,(q),Z,), 
x&) = .%, dim H”(Gl,(q), U. tn, 
it follows that 
XG=t~XG+XS~ 
where xs is the Poincare-series of H*(Sl,(q), Z,). According to Lemma 4.5 
1 +t3 
xs== 
so that 
(1 + t)(l + P) 
XG= (l-22)(1 -t4> . 
Now let T,(q) be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in Gl,(g); as v,(q - 1) = 1, 
H”(T,(q), Z2) =JYu,, uz), 
where ui has degree 1. 
As in Section 2, we can show that for (Y in H*(T,(q),H,) 
res$$) tr:,$i,(a) = (Y + we a, 
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where w is the involution in the Weyl group. Thus 
v)1=u1+u2, ly,=u:+U;, (02=U~U~+U2Uf 
belong to the image of the restriction map. Furthermore, as 
T,(q) - Gl,(q) 
Tz(q22) - Wq 2, 
commutes and as 
res : ff*(T2(q2X 772) -+ff*(T,(q), 77,) 
maps 
r&i) = 0, 
it follows that 
92 = L&2” 
res(x,F) = uf, 
also belongs to the image of the restriction map. As the subalgebra A2 of 
H*(T,(q), Z,) generated by these four elements is freely generated as a module over 
P(w,, 1~21 by 
1, 913 92 and 91’ 92 
(notice the similarity to the tensor product of an exterior and a symmetric algebra!), 
it follows that the Poincart-series for A2 is given by 
1+t+t3+t4 (1 + t)(l + ts) 
XA2= (1 - ?)(l - t4) = (14)(1-e 3) 
which is also the Poincare-series for H*(G12(q),Z2). Thus 
has to be injective and the image is A2. 
Theorem 4.6. H*(Gl,(q), Z2) is isomorphic to the subalgebra A,, of H*(T,,(q), Z2) 
generated by the symmetric polynomials in the uf ‘s 
I+v~=u~u~~...~u~+~~~, i=l,2 ..,, n 
and by 
9i=ulu,2...u~_1+.-., i=l,2 ,..., n 
(so 9i is ~4~2.4~~~~ . . . . uj_ I symmetrized). 
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Proof. Let us first show that A,, is contained in the image of the restriction map. 
First of all, note that 
maps 
res(y,) = 0, res(xj) = ~2. 
Thus the V/~‘S belong to the image. 
Note then that the construction of the ri’s in Section 2 can be carried over to 
yield that the V/~‘S belong to the image. As A, is freely generated as a module over 
P(W r, . . . , I+v,) by the elements 
c cp;, . &*’ 1.. * fp;,, k=O, l,..., n, 
i, < i2 < ..’ < ik 
it follows that its Poincare-series is given by 
(l+t)(l+ts)...(l+f2”-1) 
XAn= (1-t2)(1-t4)...(1-f2n) . 
To obtain an upper bound, notice that by duality the cohomology 
I%* (Gl, (q), Z2) 
and the cohomology 
H*(Gl, (q), Z2) 
have the same Poincare-series. 
Define the double-graded Z,-module (Gl,(q) is the trivial group) 
and define 
ffdGl(q), z2) = 6 ff&% (41, G) 
n=O 
a multiplication induced by the maps 
Gl, (q) x Gl, (q) + Gl, + m (q) 
mapping A, B into 
A 0 
[ I 0 B' 
By duality, the maps 
H*(Gl,(q),Z,)O...OH,(Gl,(q),Z,)~H,(Gl,(q),Zz) 
are surjective, so that H,(Gl(q),Z,) is generated as an algebra by H,(Gl,(q),Z,). 
Now let r be defined as in Proposition 1.3, and define 
Y: r--+H,(Gl(q), Z,) 
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by letting w(ai) be equal to the non-zero element in HZi(Gli(q),Z2) and letting 
W(pi) be equal to the non-zero element in H2i_ ,(Gl,(q), Z,). If we can show that I,V 
is well defined, as I,V is surjective, Proposition 1.3 and the Poincare-series for A, 
will show that H*(Gl,(q), Z2) =:A,. 
Now the pairing 
corresponds under duality to 
res : H4i-2(G12(q), Z2) -+H2i- ‘(Gl,(q), Z2) @ H2’- ‘(Gl,(q), Z,). 
But H2’-‘(Gl,(q), Z,) is generated by U. uzim2, and by inspection of the structure of 
H*(G12(q), Z2) it follows that 
Ut * l42. (uf. z&- ’ 
does not belong to the image of the restriction map. q 
5. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 
Proof of Theorem 2. First of all, observe that 
H*(Gl,(/;,),Z,r)~l&nH*(Gl,(q~),E,n). 
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This follows from the following facts: 
(1) Homology commutes with direct limit [l, p. 1211; 
(2) Duality between homology and cohomology [ 1, p. 1451. 
As we saw in Section 2, if v,(q”’ - 1) > vl(q - 1) 2 k, the restriction map 
res : H*(Gl,(qm),~~,)-tH*(G1,(q),~,k) 
satisfies 
lTS((Si)=(Ti, IXS(Ti)= 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Observe that 
H*(Gl, (I;,), &) = l&n H*(Gl, (/;,), i&k), 
since 
(1) Homology commutes with direct limit [l, p. 1951; 
(2) Duality between homology with Z,- coefficients and cohomology with & 
coefficients, where 
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By restriction to the diagonal subgroup, as in Section 2, it follows that 
ny(a;) = (Ti 
for all i and all TZS, where 
IFS : z,r -+ z,s 
is the canonical surjection. II 
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